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Abstract
Learning Granger causality for general point pro-
cesses is a very challenging task. In this pa-
per, we propose an effective method, learning
Granger causality, for a special but significant
type of point processes — Hawkes process. Ac-
cording to the relationship between Hawkes pro-
cess’s impact function and its Granger causality
graph, our model represents impact functions us-
ing a series of basis functions and recovers the
Granger causality graph via group sparsity of the
impact functions’ coefficients. We propose an
effective learning algorithm combining a maxi-
mum likelihood estimator (MLE) with a sparse-
group-lasso (SGL) regularizer. Additionally, the
flexibility of our model allows to incorporate
the clustering structure event types into learning
framework. We analyze our learning algorithm
and propose an adaptive procedure to select ba-
sis functions. Experiments on both synthetic and
real-world data show that our method can learn
the Granger causality graph and the triggering
patterns of the Hawkes processes simultaneously.

1. Introduction
In many practical situations, we need to deal with a large
amount of irregular and asynchronous sequential data ob-
served in continuous time. The applications include the
user viewing records in an IPTV system (when and which
TV programs are viewed), and the patient records in hospi-
tals (when and what diagnoses and treatments are given),
among many others. All of these data can be viewed
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as event sequences containing multiple event types and
modeled via multi-dimensional point processes. A sig-
nificant task for a multi-dimensional point process is to
learn the so-called Granger causality. From the view-
point of graphical models, it means to construct a directed
graph called Granger causality graph (or local indepen-
dence graph) (Didelez, 2008) over the dimensions (i.e., the
event types) of the process. The arrow connecting two
nodes indicates that the event of the dimension correspond-
ing to the destination node is dependent on the histori-
cal events of the dimension corresponding to the source
node. Learning Granger causality for multi-dimensional
point processes is meaningful for many practical applica-
tions. Take our previous two examples: the Granger causal-
ity among IPTV programs reflects users’ viewing prefer-
ences and patterns, which is important for personalized
program recommendation and IPTV system simulation; the
Granger causality among diseases helps us to construct a
disease network, which is beneficial to predict potential
diseases for patients and leads to more effective treatments.

Unfortunately, learning Granger causality for general
multi-dimensional point processes is very challenging. Ex-
isting works mainly focus on learning Granger causality for
time series (Arnold et al., 2007; Eichler, 2012; Basu et al.,
2015), where the Granger causality is captured via the so-
called vector auto-regressive (VAR) model (Han & Liu,
2013) based on discrete time-lagged variables. For point
processes, on the contrary, the event sequence is in continu-
ous time and no fixed time-lagged observation is available.
Therefore, it is hard to find a universal and tractable rep-
resentation of the complicated historical events to describe
Granger causality for the process. A potential solution is
to construct features for various dimensions from histor-
ical events and learn Granger causality via feature selec-
tion (Lian et al., 2015). However, this method is highly de-
pendent on the specific feature construction method used,
resulting in dubious Granger causality.
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To make concrete progress, we focus on a special class of
point processes called Hawkes processes and their Granger
causality. Hawkes processes are widely used and are capa-
ble of describing the self-and mutually-triggering patterns
among different event types. Applications include bioin-
formatics (Reynaud-Bouret et al., 2010), social network
analysis (Zhao et al., 2015), financial analysis (Bacry et al.,
2013), etc. Learning Granger causality will further extend
applications of Hawkes processes in many other fields.

Technically, based on the graphical model of point pro-
cess (Didelez, 2008), the Granger causality of Hawkes pro-
cess can be captured by its impact functions. Inspired by
this fact, we propose a nonparametric model of Hawkes
processes, where the impact functions are represented by
a series of basis functions, and we discover the Granger
causality via group sparsity of impact functions’ coeffi-
cients. Based on the explicit representation of Granger
causality, we propose a novel learning algorithm combin-
ing the maximum likelihood estimator with the sparse-
group-lasso (SGL) regularizer on impact functions. The
pairwise similarity between various impact functions is
considered when the clustering structure of event types is
available. Introducing these structural constraints enhances
the robustness of our method. The learning algorithm ap-
plies the EM-based strategy (Lewis & Mohler, 2011; Zhou
et al., 2013a) and obtains close-form solutions to update
model’s parameters iteratively. Furthermore, we discuss
the selection of basis function based on sampling theory,
and provide a useful guidance for model selection.

Our method captures Granger causality from complicated
event sequences in continuous time. Compared with exist-
ing learning methods for Hawkes processes (Zhou et al.,
2013b; Eichler et al., 2015), our model avoids discretized
representation of impact functions and conditional inten-
sity, and considers the induced structures across impact
functions. These improvements not only reduce the com-
plexity of the learning algorithm but also improve learning
performance. We investigate the robustness of our method
to the changes of parameters and test our method on both
synthetic and real-world data. Experimental results show
that our method can indeed reveal the Granger causality
of Hawkes processes and obtain superior learning perfor-
mance compared with other competitors.

2. Related Work
Granger causality. Many efforts have been made to learn
the Granger causality of point processes (Meek, 2014). For
general random processes, a kernel independence test is
developed in (Chwialkowski & Gretton, 2014). Focusing
on 1-D point process with simple piecewise constant con-
ditional intensity, a model for capturing temporal depen-
dencies between event types is proposed in (Gunawardana

et al., 2011). In (Basu et al., 2015; Song et al., 2013), the
inherent grouping structure is considered when learning the
Granger casuality on networks from discrete transition pro-
cess. (Daneshmand et al., 2014) proposed a continuous-
time diffusion network inference method based on para-
metric cascade generative process. In more general cases, a
class of graphical models of marked point processes is pro-
posed in (Didelez, 2008) to capture the local independence
over various marks. Specializing the work for Hawkes
processes, (Eichler et al., 2015) firstly connects Granger
causality with impact functions. However, although ap-
plying lasso or its variants to capture the intra-structure
of nodes (Ahmed & Xing, 2009) is a common strategy,
less work has been done on learning causality graph of
Hawkes process with sparse-group-lasso as we do, which
leads them to be sensitive to noisy and insufficient data.

Hawkes processes. Hawkes processes (Hawkes, 1971) are
proposed to model complicated event sequences where his-
torical events have influences on future ones. It is applied
to many problems, e.g., seismic analysis (Daley & Vere-
Jones, 2007), financial analysis (Bacry et al., 2013), so-
cial network modeling (Farajtabar et al., 2015; Zhou et al.,
2013a;b) and bioinformatics (Reynaud-Bouret et al., 2010;
Carstensen et al., 2010). Most of existing works use prede-
fined impact function with known parameters, e.g., the ex-
ponential functions in (Farajtabar et al., 2014; Rasmussen,
2013; Zhou et al., 2013a; Hall & Willett, 2014; Yan et al.,
2015) and the power-law functions in (Zhao et al., 2015).
For enhancing the flexibility, a nonparametric model of 1-
D Hawkes process is first proposed in (Lewis & Mohler,
2011) based on ordinary differential equation (ODE) and
extended to multi-dimensional case in (Zhou et al., 2013b;
Luo et al., 2015). Similarly, (Bacry et al., 2012) proposes a
nonparametric estimation of Hawkes processes via solving
the Wiener-Hopf equation. Another nonparametric strat-
egy is the contrast function-based estimation in (Reynaud-
Bouret et al., 2010; Hansen et al., 2015). It minimizes the
estimation error of conditional intensity function and leads
to a Least-Squares (LS) problem (Eichler et al., 2015). (Du
et al., 2012; Lemonnier & Vayatis, 2014) decompose im-
pact functions into basis functions to avoid discretization.
The Gaussian process-based methods (Adams et al., 2009;
Lloyd et al., 2015; Lian et al., 2015; Samo & Roberts,
2015) have been reported to successfully estimate more
general point processes.

3. Basic Concepts
3.1. Temporal Point Processes

A temporal point process is a random process whose re-
alization consists of a list of discrete events in time {ti}
with ti ∈ [0, T ]. Here [0, T ] is the time interval of the
process. It can be equivalently represented as a counting
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process, N = {N(t)|t ∈ [0, T ]}, where N(t) records the
number of events before time t. A multi-dimensional point
process with U types of event is represented by U count-
ing processes {Nu}Uu=1 on a probability space (Ω,F,P).
Nu = {Nu(t)|t ∈ [0, T ]}, where Nu(t) is the number of
type-u events occurring at or before time t. Ω = [0, T ]×U
is the sample space. U = {1, ..., U} is the set of event
types. F = (F(t))t∈R is the filtration representing the set of
events sequence the process can realize until time t. P is the
probability measure. A way to characterize point processes
is via the conditional intensity function capturing the pat-
terns of interests, i.e., self-triggering or self-correcting (Xu
et al., 2015). It is defined as the expected instantaneous rate
of happening type-u events given the history:

λu(t)dt = λu(t|HUt )dt = E[dNu(t)|F(t)].

Here HUt = {(ti, ui)|ti < t, ui ∈ U} collects historical
events of all types before time t.

Hawkes Processes. A multi-dimensional Hawkes process
is a counting process who has a particular form of intensity:

λu(t) = µu +
∑U

u′=1

∫ t

0

φuu′(s)dNu′(t− s), (1)

where µu is the exogenous base intensity independent of
the history while

∑U
u′=1

∫ t
0
φuu′(s)dNu′(t − s) the en-

dogenous intensity capturing the peer influence (Farajtabar
et al., 2014). Function φuu′(t) ≥ 0 is called impact func-
tion, which measures decay in the influence of historical
type-u′ events on the subsequent type-u events.

3.2. Granger Causality for Point processes

We are interested in identifying, if possible, a subset of the
event types V ⊂ U for the type-u event, such that λu(t)
only depends on historical events of types in V , denoted
as HVt , and not those of the rest types, denoted as HU\Vt .
From the viewpoint of graphical model, it is about local
independence over the dimensions of the point process —
the occurrence of historical events in V influences the prob-
ability of occurrence of type-u events at present and future
while the occurrence of historical events in U \ V does not.
In order to proceed formally we introduce some notations.
For a subset V ⊂ U , let NV = {Nu(t)|u ∈ V}. The fil-
tration FVt is defined as σ{Nu(s)|s ≤ t, u ∈ V}, i.e., the
smallest σ-algebra generated by the random processes. In
particular, Fut is the internal filtration of the counting pro-
cessNu(t) while F−ut is the filtration for the subset U\{u}.
Definition 3.1. (Didelez, 2008). The counting process Nu
is locally independent of Nu′ given NU\{u,u′} if the inten-
sity function λu(t) is measurable with respect to F−u

′

t for
all t ∈ [0, T ]. Otherwise Nu is locally dependent of Nu′ .

Intuitively, the above definition says that {Nu′(s)|s < t}
does not influence λu(t), given {Nl(s)|s < t, l 6= u′}. In

(Eichler et al., 2015), the notion of Granger non-causality
is used, and the above definition is equivalent to saying that
type-u′ event does not Granger-cause type-u event w.r.t.
FUt . Otherwise, we say type-u′ event Granger-causes type-
u event w.r.t. FUt . With this definition, we can construct
the so-called Granger causality graphG = (U , E) with the
event types U (the dimensions of the point process) as the
nodes and the directed edges indicating the causation, i.e.,
u′ → u ∈ E if type-u′ event Granger-causes type-u one.

Learning Granger causality for a general multi-dimensional
point process is a difficult problem. In the next section
we introduce an efficient method for learning the Granger
causality of the Hawkes process.

4. Proposed Model and Learning Algorithm
In this section, we first generalize a known result for
Hawkes process. Then, we propose a model of Hawkes
process representing impact functions via a series of basis
functions. An efficient learning algorithm combining the
MLE with the sparse-group-lasso is applied and analyzed
in details. Compared with existing learning algorithms, our
algorithm is based on convex optimization and has lower
complexity, which learns Granger causality robustly.

4.1. Granger Causality of Hawkes Process

The work in (Eichler et al., 2015) reveals the relation-
ship between Hawkes processes’ impact function and its
Granger causality graph as follows,

Theorem 4.1. (Eichler et al., 2015). Assume a Hawkes
process with conditional intensity function defined in (1)
and Granger causality graph G(U , E). If the condition
dNu′(t − s) > 0 for 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T holds, then,
u′ → u /∈ E if and only if φuu′(t) = 0 for t ∈ [0,∞].

In practice, Theorem 4.1 can be easily specified in the
time interval t ∈ [0, T ]. It provides an explicit representa-
tion of the Granger causality of multi-dimensional Hawkes
process — learning whether type-u′ event Granger-causes
type-u event or not is equivalent to detecting whether
the impact function φuu′(t) is all-zero or not. In other
words, the group sparsity of impact functions along the
time dimension indicates the Granger causality graph over
the dimensions of Hawkes process. Therefore, for multi-
dimensional Hawkes process, we can learn its Granger
causality via learning its impact functions, which requires
tractable and flexible representations of the functions.

4.2. Learning Task

When we parameterize φuu′(t) = auu′κ(t) as (Zhou et al.,
2013a) does, where κ(t) models time-decay of event’s in-
fluence and auu′ ≥ 0 captures the influence of u′-type
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events on u-type ones, the binarized infectivity matrix A =
[sign(auu′)] is the adjacency matrix of the correspond-
ing Granger causality graph. Although such a paramet-
ric model simplifies the representation of impact function
and reduces the complexity of the model, this achievement
comes with the cost of inflexibility of the model — the
model estimation will be poor if the data does not conform
to the assumptions of the model. To address this problem,
we propose a nonparametric model of Hawkes processes,
representing the impact function in (1) via a linear combi-
nation of basis functions as

φuu′(t) =
∑M

m=1
amuu′κm(t). (2)

Here κm(t) is the m-th basis function and amuu′ is the coef-
ficient corresponding to κm(t). The selection of bases will
be discussed later in the paper.

Suppose we have a set of event sequences S = {sc}Cc=1.
sc = {(tci , uci )}

Nc
i=1, where tci is the time stamp of the i-th

event of sc and uci ∈ {1, ..., U} is the type of the event.
Thus, the log-likelihood of model parameters Θ = {A =
[amuu′ ] ∈ RU×U×M ,µ = [µu] ∈ RU} can be expressed as:

LΘ =

C∑
c=1

{ Nc∑
i=1

log λuc
i
(tci )−

U∑
u=1

∫ Tc

0

λu(s)ds

}

=

C∑
c=1

{ Nc∑
i=1

log

(
µuc

i
+

i−1∑
j=1

M∑
m=1

amuc
iu

c
j
κm(τ cij)

)

−
U∑
u=1

(
Tcµu +

Nc∑
i=1

M∑
m=1

amuuc
i
Km(Tc − tci )

)}
,

(3)

where τ cij = tci − tcj , Km(t) =
∫ t

0
κm(s)ds. For construct-

ing Granger causality accurately and robustly, we consider
the following three types of regularizers:

Local Independence. According to Theorem 4.1, the u′-
type event has no influence on the u-type one (i.e., di-
rected edge u′ → u /∈ E) if and only if φuu′(t) = 0 for
all t ∈ R, which requires amuu′ = 0 for all m. There-
fore, we use group-lasso (Yang et al., 2010; Simon et al.,
2013; Song et al., 2013) to regularize the coefficients of
impact functions, denoted as ‖A‖1,2 =

∑
u,u′ ‖auu′‖2,

where auu′ = [a1
uu′ , ..., aMuu′ ]>. It means that along the

time dimension the coefficients’ tensor A should yield to
the constraint of group sparsity.

Temporal Sparsity. A necessary condition for the sta-
tionarity of Hawkes process is

∫∞
0
φij(s)ds < ∞, which

means limt→∞ φij(t) → 0. Therefore, we add sparsity
constraints to the coefficients of impact functions, denoted
as ‖A‖1 =

∑
u,u′,m |amuu′ |.

Pairwise Similarity. Event types of Hawkes process may
exhibit clustering structure. For example, if u and u′ are

similar event types, their influences on other event types
should be similar (i.e., φ·u(t) are close to φ·u′(t)) and the
influences of other event types on them should be similar
as well (i.e., φu·(t) are close to φu′·(t)). When the clus-
tering structure is (partially) available, we add constraints
of pairwise similarity on the coefficients of corresponding
impact functions as follows

E(A) =
∑U

u=1

∑
u′∈Cu

‖au· − au′·‖2F + ‖a·u′ − a·u‖2F .

Cu contains the event types within the cluster that the event
of u type resides. au· ∈ RU×M is the slice of A with row
index u, and a·u ∈ RU×M is the slice with column index u.
In summary, the learning problem of the Hawkes process is

min
Θ≥0
− LΘ + αS‖A‖1 + αG‖A‖1,2 + αPE(A). (4)

Here αS , αG and αP control the influences of the regu-
larizers. The nonnegative constraint guarantees the model
being physically-meaningful.

4.3. An EM-based Algorithm

Following (Lewis & Mohler, 2011; Zhou et al., 2013b), we
propose an EM-based learning algorithm for solving opti-
mization problem (4) iteratively. Specifically, given current
parameters Θ(k), we first apply the Jensen’s inequality and
construct a tight upper-bound of log-likelihood function ap-
peared in (3) as follows:

Q
(k)
Θ =

C∑
c=1

{
−

U∑
u=1

(
Tcµu +

Nc∑
i=1

M∑
m=1

amuuc
i
Km(Tc − tci )

)

+

Nc∑
i=1

(
pii log

µuc
i

pij
+

i−1∑
j=1

M∑
m=1

pmij log
amuc

iu
c
j
κm(τ cij)

pmij

)}
,

pii = µ
(k)
uc
i
/λ

(k)
uc
i

(tci ) and pmij = a
m,(k)
uc
iu

c
j
κm(τ cij)/λ

(k)
uc
i

(tci ).

λ
(k)
u (t) is the conditional intensity function computed with

current parameters. When there is pairwise similarity con-
straint, we rewrite E(A) given current parameters as

E
(k)
Θ =

∑U

u=1

∑
u′∈Cu

‖au· − a(k)
u′·‖

2
F + ‖a·u′ − a(k)

·u ‖2F .

Replacing LΘ and E(A) with Q(k)
Θ and E(k)

Θ respectively,
we decouple parameters and obtain the surrogate objective
function F = −Q(k)

Θ + αS‖A‖1 + αG‖A‖1,2 + αPE
(k)
Θ .

Then, we update each individual parameter via solving
∂F
∂Θ = 0, and obtain the following closed form updates:

µ(k+1)
u = (

∑C

c=1

∑
uc
i=u

pii)/(
∑C

c=1
Tc), (5)

a
m,(k+1)
uu′ = (−B +

√
B2 − 4AC)/(2A), (6)
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A =
αG

‖a(k)
uu′‖2

+ 2(|Cu|+ |Cu′ |)α′P , α′P =

{
αP , u′ ∈ Cu
0, others

B =
∑C

c=1

∑
uc
i=u′

Km(Tc − tci ) + αS

− 2α′P (
∑

v∈Cu
a
m,(k)
vu′ +

∑
v′∈Cu′

a
m,(k)
uv′ ),

C = −
∑C

c=1

∑
uc
i=u

∑
uc
j=u′

pmij .

Furthermore, for solving sparse-group-lasso (SGL), we ap-
ply the soft-thresholding method in (Simon et al., 2013) to
shrink the updated parameters. Specifically, we set a(k+1)

uu′

to all-zero if the following condition is holds:

‖SηαS
(a

(k+1)
uu′ − η∇auu′Q|a(k)

uu′
)‖2 ≤ ηαG, (7)

where Sα(z) = sign(z)(|z| − α)+ achieves soft-
thresholding for each element of input. ∇xf |x0

is the sub-
gradient of function f at x0 w.r.t. variable x. We have
Q = −Q(k)

Θ + αPE(A), and η is a small constant. For the
a

(k+1)
uu′ unsatisfying (7), we shrink it as

a
(k+1)
uu′ =

1− ηαG

‖SηαS
(a

(k+1)
uu′ − η∇auu′Q|a(k)

uu′
)‖2


+

× SηαS
(a

(k+1)
uu′ − η∇auu′Q|a(k)

uu′
)

(8)

In summary, Algorithm 1 gives the scheme of our MLE-
based algorithm with sparse-group-lasso and pairwise sim-
ilarity constraints, which is called MLE-SGLP for short.
The detailed derivation is given in the appendix.

Algorithm 1 Learning Hawkes Processes (MLE-SGLP)
1: Input: Event sequences S = {sc}Cc=1, parameters αS ,
αG, (optional) clustering structure and αP .

2: Output: Parameters of model, µ andA.
3: Initialize µ = [µu] andA = [amuu′ ] randomly.
4: repeat
5: repeat
6: Update µ andA via (5) and (6), respectively.
7: until convergence
8: for u, u′ = 1 : U
9: if (7) holds, auu′ = 0; else, update auu′ via (8).

10: until convergence

4.4. Adaptive Selection of Basis Functions

Although the nonparametric models in (Lemonnier & Vay-
atis, 2014; Zhou et al., 2013b) represent impact functions
as we do via a set of basis functions, they do not provide
guidance for the selection process of basis functions. A

contribution of our work is proposing a method of select-
ing basis functions founded on sampling theory (Alan et al.,
1989). Specifically, we focus on the impact functions sat-
isfying following assumptions.

Assumption 4.1. (i) φ(t) ≥ 0, and
∫∞

0
φ(t)dt < ∞.

(ii) For arbitrary ε > 0, there always exists a ω0, such that∫∞
ω0
|φ̂(ω)|dω ≤ ε. φ̂(ω) is the Fourier transform of φ(t).

The assumption (i) guarantees the existence of φ̂(ω), while
the assumption (ii) means that we can find a function with a
bandlimit, denoted as ω0

2π , to approximate the target impact
function with bounded residual. Based on these two as-
sumptions, the representation of impact function in (2) can
be explained as a sampling process. The {amuu′}Mm=1 can be
viewed as the discretized samples of φuu′(t) in [0, T ] and
κm(t) = κω(t, tm) is sampling function (i.e., sinc or Gaus-
sian function1) corresponding to a low-pass filter with cut-
off frequency ω. tm is the sampling location corresponding
to amuu′ and the sampling rate is ω

π . The Nyquist-Shannon
theorem requires us to have ω = ω0, at least, such that the
sampling rate is high enough (i.e., ω0

π , twice bandlimit) to
approximate the impact function. Accordingly, the number
of samples is M = dTω0

π e, where dxe returns the smallest
integer larger than or equal to x.

Based on the above argument, the core of selecting ba-
sis functions is estimating ω0 for impact functions. It is
hard because we cannot observe impact functions directly.
Fortunately, based on (1) we know that the bandlimits of
impact functions cannot be larger than that of conditional
intensity functions λ(t) =

∑U
u=1 λu(t). When sufficient

training sequences S = {sc}Cc=1 are available, we can esti-
mate λ(t) via a Gaussian-based kernel density estimator:

λ(t) =
∑C

c=1

∑Nc

i=1
Gh(t− tci ). (9)

Here Gh(·) is a Gaussian kernel with the bandlimit h. Ap-
plying Silverman’s rule of thumb (Silverman, 1986), we set
optimal h = ( 4σ̂5

3
∑

cNc
)0.2, where σ̂ is the standard devia-

tion of time stamps {tci}. Therefore, given the upper bound
of residual ε, we can estimate ω0 from the Fourier transfor-
mation of λ(t), which actually does not require us to com-
pute λ(t) via (9) directly. In summary, we propose Algo-
rithm 2 to select basis functions and more detailed analysis
is given in the appendix.

4.5. Properties of The Proposed Method

Compared with existing state-of-art methods, e.g., the
ODE-based algorithm in (Zhou et al., 2013b) and the Least-
Squares (LS) algorithm in (Eichler et al., 2015), our algo-
rithm has following advantages.

1For Gaussian filter κω(t, tm) = exp(−(t− tm)2/(2σ2)), its
bandlimit is defined as ω = σ−1.
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Algorithm 2 Selecting basis functions
1: Input: S = {sc}Cc=1, residual’s upper bound ε.
2: Output: Basis functions {κω0

(t, tm)}Mm=1.
3: Compute

(∑C
c=1Nc

√
2πh2

)
e−

ω2h2

2 to bound |λ̂(ω)|.

4: Find the smallest ω0 satisfying
∫∞
ω0
|λ̂(ω)|dω ≤ ε.

5: The proposed basis functions {κω0
(t, tm)}Mm=1 are se-

lected, where ω0 is the cut-off frequency of basis func-
tion and tm = (m−1)T

M , M = dTω0

π e.

Computational complexity: Given a training sequence
with N events, the ODE-based algorithm in (Zhou et al.,
2013b) represents impact functions by M basis functions,
where each basis function is discretized to L points. It
learns basis functions and coefficients via alternating op-
timization — coefficients are updated via the MLE given
basis functions, and then, the basis functions are updated
via solving M Euler-Lagrange equations. The complexity
of the ODE-based algorithm per iteration is O(MN3U2 +
ML(NU + N2)). The LS algorithm in (Eichler et al.,
2015) directly discretizes the timeline into L small inter-
vals. In such a situation, impact functions are discretized to
L points. The computational complexity of the algorithm is
O(NU3L3). In contrast, our algorithm is based on known
basis functions and does not estimate impact function via
discretized points. The computational complexity of our
algorithm per iteration is O(MN3U2). For getting accu-
rate estimation, the ODE-based algorithm sampling basis
functions densely. The LS algorithm needs to ensure that
there is at most one event in each interval. In other words,
both two competitors require L � N . On the other hand,
our algorithm converges quickly via few iterations. There-
fore, the computational complexity of the LS algorithm is
the highest among the the three, and our complexity is at
least comparable to that of the ODE-based algorithm.

Convexity: Both LS algorithm and ours are convex and can
achieve global optima. The ODE-based algorithm, how-
ever, learns basis functions and coefficients alternatively. It
is not convex and is prune to a local optima.

Inference of Granger causality: Neither the ODE-based
algorithm nor the LS algorithm considers to infer the
Granger causality graph of process when learning model.
Without suitable regularizers on impact functions, the im-
pact functions learned by these two algorithms are non-
zero generally, which cannot indicate the Granger causality
graph exactly. What is worse, the LS algorithm even may
obtain physically-meaningless impact functions with nega-
tive values. To the best of our knowledge, our algorithm
is the first attempt to solving this problem via combin-
ing MLE of the Hawkes process with sparse-group-lasso,
which learns the Granger causality graph robustly, espe-
cially in the case having few training sequences.

5. Experiments
For demonstrating the feasibility and the efficiency of our
algorithm (MLE-SGLP), we compare it with the state-of-
art methods, including the ODE-based method in (Zhou
et al., 2013b), the Least-Squares (LS) method in (Eichler
et al., 2015), on both synthetic and real-world data. We
also investigate the influences of regularizers via compar-
ing our algorithm with its variants, including the pure MLE
without any regularizer (MLE), the MLE with group-lasso
(MLE-GL), and the MLE with sparse regularizer (MLE-
S). For evaluating algorithms comprehensively, given esti-
mate Θ̃ = {µ̃, Ã}, we apply the following measurements:
1) The log-likelihood of testing data, Loglike; 2) the rel-
ative error of µ, eµ = ‖µ̃−µ‖2

‖µ‖2 ; 3) the relative error of

Φ(t) = [φuu′(t)], eφ = 1
U2

∑
u,u′

∫ T
0
|φ̃uu′ (t)−φuu′ (t)|dt∫ T

0
φuu′ (t)dt

; 4)

Sparsity of impact function — the Granger causality graph
is indicated via all-zero impact functions.

5.1. Synthetic Data

We generate two synthetic data sets using sine-like impact
functions and piecewise constant impact function respec-
tively. Each of them contains 500 event sequences with
time length T = 50 generated via a Hawkes process with
U = 5. The exogenous base intensity of each event type is
uniformly sampled from [0, 1

U ]. The sine-like impact func-
tions are generated as

φuv(t) =

{
buv(1− cos(ωuvt− πsuv)), t ∈ [0, 2−suv

4πωuv
],

0, otherwise,

where {buv, ωuv, suv} are set as {0.05, 0.6π, 1} when
u, v ∈ {1, 2, 3}, {0.05, 0.4π, 0} when u, v ∈ {4, 5},
{0.02, 0.2π, 0} when u (or v) = 4, v (or u) ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
The piecewise constant impact functions are the truncated
results of above sine-like ones.

We test various learning algorithms on each of the two
data sets with 10 trials, respectively. In each trial, C =
{50, ..., 250} sequences are chosen randomly as training
set while the rest 250 sequences are chosen as testing set.
In all trials, Gaussian basis functions are used, whose num-
ber and bandlimit are decided by Algorithm 2. We test our
algorithm with various parameters in a wide range, where
αP , αS , αG ∈ [10−2, 104]. According to the Loglike, we
set αS = 10, αG = 100, αP = 1000. The Loglike’s curves
w.r.t. the parameters are shown in the appendix.

The testing results are shown in Fig. 1. We can find that
our learning algorithm performs better than other competi-
tors on both data sets, i.e., higher Loglike, lower eµ and
eφ, w.r.t. various C. Especially when having few train-
ing sequences, the ODE-based and the LS algorithm need
to learn too many parameters from insufficient samples so
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they are inferior to our MLE-SGLP algorithm and its vari-
ants because of the over-fitting problem. By increasing
the number of training sequences, the performance of the
ODE-based algorithm does not improve a lot — the na-
ture of non-convexity may lead the ODE-based algorithm
to fall into local optimal. All MLE-based algorithms are su-
perior to the ODE-based algorithm and the LS algorithm,
and the proposed regularizers indeed help to improve learn-
ing results of MLE. Specifically, if the clustering structure
is available, our MLE-SGLP algorithm will obtain the best
results. Otherwise, our MLE-SGL algorithm will be the
best, which is slightly better than MLE-GL and MLE-S.
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Figure 1. The eµ, eφ, and Loglike for various methods.

For demonstrating the importance of the sparse-group-
lasso regularizer to learning Granger causality graph, Fig. 2
visualizes the estimates of impact functions obtained by
various methods. The Granger causality graph of the tar-
get Hawkes process is learned by finding those all-zero im-
pact functions (the green subfigures). Our MLE-SGLP al-
gorithm obtains right all-zero impact functions while the
pure MLE algorithm sometimes fails because of the lack
of sparse-related regularizer. It means that introducing
sparse-group-lasso into the framework of MLE is neces-
sary for learning Granger causality. Note that, even if the
basis functions we select do not match well with the real
case, i.e., the Gaussian basis functions are not suitable for
piecewise constant impact functions, our algorithm can still
learn the Granger causality graph of the Hawkes process ro-
bustly. As Fig. 1(b) shows, although the estimates of non-
zero impact functions based on Gaussian basis functions do
not fit the ground truth well, the all-zero impact functions
are learned exactly via our MLE-SGLP algorithm.

5.2. Real-world Data

We test our algorithm on the IPTV viewing record data
set (Luo et al., 2015). The data set records the viewing be-
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Figure 2. Contributions of regularizers: comparisons of impact
functions obtained via MLE-SGLP and pure MLE using 500
training sequences. The green subfigures contain the all-zero im-
pact functions. The black curves are real impact functions, the
blue curves are the estimates from pure MLE and the red ones are
proposed estimates from MLE-SGLP.

havior of 7100 users, i.e., what and when they watch, in the
IPTV system from January to November 2012. U (= 13)
categories of TV programs are predefined. Similar to (Luo
et al., 2015), we model users’ viewing behavior via a
Hawkes process, in which the TV programs’ categories
exist self-and mutually-triggering patterns. For example,
viewing an episode of a drama would lead to viewing the
following episodes (self-triggering) and related news of ac-
tors (mutually-triggering). Therefore, the causality among
categories is dependent not only on the predetermined dis-
playing schedule but also on users’ viewing preferences.

We capture the Granger causality graph of programs’ cate-
gories via learning impact functions. In this case, the pair-
wise sparsity is not applied because the clustering structure
is not available. The training data is the viewing behavior in
the first 10 months and testing data is the viewing behavior
in the last month. Considering the fact that many TV pro-
grams are daily or weekly periodic and the time length of
most TV programs is about 20-40 minutes, we set the time
length of impact function to be 8 days (i.e., the influence
of a program will not exist over a week) and the number of
samples M = 576 (i.e., one sample per 20 minutes). The
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Figure 3. (a) The infectivity matrix for various TV programs. The element in the u-th row and the u′-th column is
∫∞
0
φuu′(s)ds. (b)

Estimates of nonzero impact functions for the IPTV data. By ranking the infectivity
∫∞
0
φuu′(s)ds from high to low, the top 24 impact

functions are shown. For visualization, φ0.25
uu′ (t) is shown in each subfigure.

cut-off frequency of sampling function is w0 = πM/T ,
where T is the number of minutes in 8 days. Table. 1 gives
Loglike for various methods w.r.t. different training se-
quences. We can find that with the increase of training data,
all the methods have improvements. Compared with the
ODE-based algorithm and pure MLE algorithm, the MLE
with regularizers has better Loglike and our MLE-SGL al-
gorithm obtains the best result, especially when the train-
ing set is small (i.e., the sequences in one month). Note
that here the LS algorithm doesn’t work. Even using a PC
with 16GB memory, the LS algorithm runs out-of-memory
in this case because it requires to discretize long event se-
quences with dense samples.

Table 1. Loglike (×106) for various methods
ALG. ODE MLE MLE-S MLE-GL MLE-SGL

1 MONTH -2.066 -1.904 -1.888 -1.885 -1.880
4 MONTHS -1.992 -1.895 -1.880 -1.879 -1.876
7 MONTHS -1.957 -1.882 -1.877 -1.874 -1.873

10 MONTHS -1.919 -1.876 -1.874 -1.872 -1.872

We define the infectivity of the u′-th TV program cate-
gory on the u-th one as

∫∞
0
φuu′(s)ds, which is shown in

Fig. 3(a). It can be viewed as an adjacency matrix of the
Granger causality graph. Additionally, by ranking the in-
fectivity from high to low, the top 24 impact functions are
selected and shown in Fig. 3(b). We think our algorithm
works well because the following reasonable phenomena
are observed in our learning results:

1) All TV program categories have obvious self-triggering
patterns because most of TV programs display periodically.
Viewers are likely to watch them daily at the same time.
Our learning results reflect these phenomena: the main di-
agonal elements of the infectivity matrix in Fig. 3(a) are
much larger than other ones, and the estimates of impact
functions in Fig. 3(b) have clear daily-periodic pattern.

2) Some popular categories having a large number of
viewers and long displaying time, e.g., “drama”, “movie”,
“news” and “talk show”, are likely to be triggered by oth-
ers, while the other unpopular ones having relative fewer
but fixed viewers and short displaying time, e.g., “music”,
“kids’ program”, “science”, are mainly triggered by them-
selves. It is easy to find that the infectivity matrix we
learned reflects these patterns — the non-diagonal elements
involving those unpopular categories are very small or zero.
In Fig. 3(b) the non-zero impact functions mainly involve
popular categories. Additionally, because few viewing
events about these categories are observed in the training
data, the estimates of the impact functions involving un-
popular categories are relatively noisy.

In summary, our algorithm performs better on the IPTV
data set than other competitors. The learning results are
reasonable and interpretable, which prove the rationality
and the feasibility of our algorithm to some degree.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we learn the Granger causality of Hawkes
processes according to the relationship between the
Granger causality and impact functions. Combining the
MLE with the sparse-group-lasso, we propose an effective
algorithm to learn the Granger causality graph of the target
process. We demonstrate the robustness and the rationality
of our work on both synthetic and real-world data. In the
future, we plan to extend our work and analyze the Granger
causality of general point processes.
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